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Abstract
It is said that it is impossible to avoid security incidents no matter how many cyberattack countermeasures are
taken. However, the possibility of mitigating the damage caused by cyberattacks depends greatly on the quality
of the response taken initially, from immediately after the detection of an incident to a temporary calming down
of the situation. This paper discusses the optimum form of the incident response to be taken, based on actual
events. A first response support service provided by NEC is also introduced.
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1. Introduction

2. Present Status of Incident Response

Cyberattacks that steal the information assets of enter-

In 2015, the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and

prises and organizations or obstruct their operations for

Industry established the Cybersecurity Management

the purpose of financial gain or political abuse are increas-

Guidelines jointly with the Information Processing Pro-

ing. In a case intended to cause serious damage to an

motion Agency, Japan. The “10 Important Items” that the

organization, such as a leak of confidential information or

management should direct their CISO (chief information

a security breach, the attacker will follow a certain proce-

security officer) to observe are as recommended in the

dure after the malware infection is accomplished. This will

Guidelines. These include “When facing a cyberattack,

include a communication to the attacking server, taking

prevent further damage by taking prompt first actions

over internal authority and a search for confidential infor-

and to this end, establish a Computer Security Incident

mation. This means that the key to containing the damage

Response Team (CSIRT) while at the same time develop-

caused by a cyberattack lies in discovering an attack at an

ing a first action manual” in one of the ten directions.
These guidelines and the actual increase in cyberat-

early stage and adopting a rapid response to the incident.
In this paper, we discuss how to adopt a prompt inci-

tacks are increasing the number of organizations that

dent response by introducing site issues and some actu-

are studying the enhancement of their incident response

al cases of responses (Fig. 1).

procedures. However, many of them face the three issues described below that affect their incident response
experience.

Proactive security

Detection

Patch application, etc.

Security surveillance, etc.

Reactive security
Incident response, etc.

2.1 Loss of Evidence Due to an Inappropriate First Response

Fig. 1 Range of response measures introduced below.
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When a security staff notices an irregularity, including
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“finding by antivirus software or a gateway type detec-

left on a computer, a knowledge of the internal opera-

tion product,” “execution of suspicious file, incapability

tions and principles of computers such as file systems

of opening a file or incapability of login,” “notification

and memory architectures is required. Such tasks are

from an external institution,” then various actions should

inherently difficult for humans to perform satisfactorily.

be executed in order to deal with the situation. These

On the other hand, developments in the IT industry are

actions such as elimination/isolation of detected files,

generally shifting towards an environment that uses

full scanning with antivirus software and rebooting the

high-level languages that are relatively easy to un-

targeted equipment are attempts to identify the source

derstand for humans. Therefore, the opportunities for

of the trouble or to prevent further damage, may some-

learning technologies based on the principles of comput-

times turn out to be effective.

ers are becoming very rare. Such a background increas-

However, the incident may not be dealt with satisfac-

es the scarcity of human resources that are capable of

torily, which means that a potentially serious malfunc-

dealing competently with an incident response. This

tion is identified. There are sometimes cases in which

situation causes a serious insufficiency in the supply of

the actions taken for investigation and response would

forensic engineers compared to the demand (Fig. 3).

have previously overwritten the command/program execution history and file/folder change history, thereby

2.3 Environments in Which the Person in Charge Cannot Fo-

causing the loss of precious clues. If the details of in-

cus Exclusively on an Incident Response

vestigations and operations executed by the person in
charge of security are not recorded, it becomes difficult

When a company does not have forensics engineer,

to tell whether a history is recorded during the inves-

it must ask for the immediate support of experts from

tigation or response, or that the result of the executed

outside the company. However, as described above,

attack, and the investigation gets more difficult in such

depletion of resources over the entire market makes it

a case (Fig. 2).

necessary to contact several service sources in order
to find suitable support that is available immediately.
Furthermore, few organizations prepare a sufficient

2.2 Resource Insufficiency of Digital Forensic Engineers

amount of their budgets to deal with incidents that are
Technology for analyzing computers, servers and net-

unpredictable. Consequently, the person in charge of the

works in order to identify the cause of an incident and

incident response must perform operations that are not

the details of the damage is called “digital forensics”

directly associated with it. These will include requests

(hereinafter simplified to “forensics”). The entire market

for proposals, investigation of the proposal details and

suffers from an insufficiency of forensic engineers. Busi-

in-house decisions regarding special budget allocations

ness incident responses are thereby not only incapable

(Fig. 4).

of building optimum systems in support of user enter-

In fact, even serious situations cannot always be un-

prises and organizations but they are also even unable

derstood. It is in general extremely difficult to obtain

to help client organizations that need support due to an

clear understanding and consent of managements that

actual occurrence of incidents.

are not security experts, by merely showing only the

This inadequacy is due to the need for the advanced

signs of potential threats (Fig. 5). As a result, in many

knowledge of forensic engineers. In order to find traces

cases persons in charge tend to take a long time over
a response because of an inability in obtaining the re-

Tendency of hindering
investigation

Tendency of being executed in
priority order

• Elimination/isolation of detected file
• Acquisition and execution of another virus
detection/elimination tool
• Full scanning of antivirus software
• Reboot of target equipment
• Check of logs and resource situations in
targeted equipment
• Disconnection of communication with a
suspicious destination
• Disconnection of a network cable
• Shutdown of targeted equipment

File System

Disk Imaging

OS

Memory

Registry
Log

Browser/Internet

eMail

Digital Forensics

Incident handing and response
method
Links,blogs and study

Mobile
IOC

Toolkit

Timeline

Network

Fig. 2 Actions that tend to be executed in priority order
and their effects on investigation.

Fig. 3 Image of technological elements required by forensics1).
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Incident response
Incident Site evidence

Sales/in-house decision

3. Issue Solution Methods

Analysis

Ideal
Outside
Estimate
Incident consultation answer

In-house Approval
Site
decision agreement evidence

In section 2 above, we mentioned the following three
(Queuing) Analysis

Reality

issues of incident response;
1)

Loss of evidence due to an inappropriate first re-

Fig. 4 Examples of indirect operations imposed on the

2)

Difficulty in securing forensic engineers;

person in charge.

3)

Impracticality of the person in charge focussing

Impossibility of focusing on the necessary 3 steps

sponse;

exclusively on an incident response.
The following subsections will describe the methods of
solving these issues.
3.1 Appropriate and Rapid Site Evidence Preservation
An effective method for mitigating serious damage is
to adopt the action of “preservation of data in the terminals that might be attacked” at an early stage of a first
response to a cyberattack. This is because preserving
the necessary data increases the potential of clarifying
what has actually happened when detailed investigations become necessary.
Fig. 5 Example of cyberattack traces available in a first

However, because an insufficiency of information im-

response (Traces indicating the potential of an account

mediately after discovery of an incident makes it hard

acquisition by an attacker).

to judge both the kind of and the amount of data to be
preserved, the preservation work is often postponed in
consideration of the amount of labor required by it. This

quired support at required timings. Usually, if a long

results in one of the currently discussed issues, which

time is available to the attacker, the violation can be ex-

in many cases is the loss of evidence. The Cyber De-

tensive and the traces of attacks will be hidden and the

fence Institute Inc. (CDI), which is a security-dedicated

investigations become increasingly complex. Additionally,

company of the NEC Group, has developed a tool called

in such a case, some cyberattacks change the hashes and

the CDIR Collector that enables the preservation of

communication destinations of malware in use for every

data suitable for an incident response. This tool selects

infected terminal. Once the malware has spread because

the targets of preservation by considering the balance

of an erroneous first response, repair will become ex-

between the volatility and the value of the information

tremely difficult because of the differences in the infection

(Table).

detection conditions between each piece of the malware.

When this tool is incorporated in a USB memory stick

Table Data preserved by CDIR Collector and the information available from it.
Preserved data
Memory

Available information (Examples)

Usage in analysis(Examples)

Information on recent activities, file cache and communication

• Suspicious communication destinations

destinations

• Finding of (running) programs
• Investigation of related files

Metadata

File paths, filenames, file timestamps

• Identification of file creation (installation) date/time
• Attached information on suspicious files

Journal

File/folder modification log

• Discovery of malware
• Occurrence of information theft

Event log

Situations of local account logon/logoff, service/task

• Investigation of scope of damage

schedule processing and system operations

• Presence of suspicious services/tasks

Prefetch

Program execution time/dates and count, file paths,and related files

• Discovery of malware, investigation of its storage location
• Investigations of related files

Registry

Program execution history, auto run settings and hash values

• Discovery of malware (or judgment of malware)

Browser history

Websites accessed

• Presence of suspicious auto run settings
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Customer

Customer

● Preserves data (using a tool).
● Sends the preserved data and hearing
sheet.

Reception of analysis

Connection
Escalation

NEC

NEC

Selection, execution

● Sends the flash report and final analysis
result report.
● Proceeds to escalation in case a
serious incident is suspected.

Escalation

CDI

● Technical support for analysis team,
forensic investigations.

CDI (Forensic business)

Fig. 7 Outline of the service.

Confirmation, disconnection

or network drive, data can be preserved in a few to less
than twenty minutes by connecting the targeted terminal and running the tool (Fig. 6).

Tendency to become obsolete

Fig. 6 Case of execution of CDIR Collector.

Methods of attack
(Tactics, techniques, procedures)

These can be clarified in incident responses so
that responses to attacks with similar intentions
are possible by predicting developments, even
when the malware or C2 server is changed.

Software used for attack

Traces left in network and host
Malicious IP, domain, hash value

3.2 Clarification of the Role of One’s Own Organization and

Fig. 8 Image of knowledge obtained through service

Those to be Outsourced

provisions.

When implementing a response involving high technology hurdles to be done by one’s own organization,

Unlike the previous forensic services, it features quick

such as via forensics, it is imperative to consider getting

first response support by setting a service target level.

external cooperation in advance. What is important is to

Specifically, it aims at issuing a flash report within one

analyze the possessed operations and human resources,

operating day after receiving the preserved data from

e.g. whether or not one’s own organization has a suit-

the customer.

able person in charge of security and a security system

Should information leak or other serious damage be

is maintained. Furthermore it is helpful to clarify the

discovered, the team takes thorough measures in col-

extent of response operations performed by one’s own

laboration with the CDI. As the service is provided on a

organization and those to be outsourced and to reserve

monthly agreement basis, it can omit clerical operations

resources for investigations and analyzes for use in case

that often take excessive time over incident responses,

of need.

such as for estimations and in-house decisions. This
service provides a scheme for enabling the customer to
swiftly implement a focussed incident response.

3.3 Advance Preparation and Dissemination
Smooth responses to even unexpected incidents are
possible by preparing the incident response plan and the

5. Conclusion

decision making process. For example, who should do

In the above, the authors discussed the importance of

what and call whom should be prepared in advance and

a first response to incidents and a forensics-based ser-

disseminating the understanding of incidents among the

vice for enabling a prompt response.
The incident response service provided responsibly by

organization members including the management.

NEC is a solution for preventing a cyberattack incident
from becoming a serious one. NEC aims to feedback

4. Incident Response Support Service

knowledge quickly to the NEC Cybersecurity Group on

Benefiting from the facilitation of the data preserved

the latest methods of attack2) (Fig. 8) and on issues in

by the CDIR Collector, NEC has started a remote support

customer security operations that are clarified during

service that analyzes the data preserved by the CDIR

the service provision. This procedure will serve the pro-

Collector (Fig. 7).

vision of improved services for all of our customers.

This service consists of an analysis by NEC’s special
team of traces of cyberattacks remaining in terminals.
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